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Abstract - Public relations media of Baan Tookkatoon Hoonkrabok Thai Puppet Museum intends to conserve and care of 

Thai culture to be unique. This creates a memorable image in the new generation to see the historical value. Thai puppets 
have a long history since the reign of King Rama V from the letter of Prince Tisavarakumarn, the Prince Damrong 
Rajanubhab, which noted that Thai puppets are modeled from Hainan puppets which are adapted to be a Thai costume 
puppet and become popular in that time. Thai puppets are beautiful and delicate. They are unique and considered one of the 
important Thai arts that continue to the present day even though fading over time. Until now, there are only a few troupe 
members in Thailand but with Mr. Niwet’s museum preserves it and Thai puppets should continue to gain popularity. The 
researcher collected the research data with the target group questionnaire and the interview form for the design experts to 
analyze the data obtained using basic data such as percentage (%) and average (mean) and using interpretation methods from 

interviewing design experts based on the analysis of design of public relations media of Baan Tookkatoon Hoonkrabok Thai 
puppets museum. Objectives of this research are: 1) To design the media to publicize the Baan Tookkatoon Hoonkrabok 
Thai puppets museum. 2) To design graphic media to be compatible with public relations media clearer and more attractive. 
Then, conduct the research using questions from student group, early working age group and expert interviewing from for 
design expert. The results from the research found that the experts chose to bring the puppets to tell the story to be more 
modern and universal and tell story with clothes and patterns to add dimension to public relations media. It does not have to 
be an intangible item but make it valuable, memorable and exquisite. Media obtained:1) Get media posters for public 
relations of Baan Tookkatoon Hoonkrabok Thai puppets museum. 2) Obtain comprehensive public relations media with 
multiple target groups.3) Get advertising media with beautiful graphics with Thai style and the same set to allow people to 

join and be interested4) Get graphics on the mobile web. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

When first established the Baan 

TookkatoonHoonkrabok Thai puppets museum, Mr. 

Niwet wants to be just a source of production, to 

show and to trade only Thai puppets.But, from 

researching more information,it is found that this art 

has a value but has been disappeared for almost 100 

years that Thai puppets have flourished in the reign of 

King Rama V, there were many inventors and 

performing groups. Currently, only a few troupe 

members and only a few puppets are made. The 

invention of Thai puppets must be crafted in many 
fields that the above mentioned causes the first 

intention of Mr. Niwet to become a commitment to 

create and inherit the puppet work. This has therefore 

searched until he met KruChusri (Chuen) Sakulkaew, 

a national artist in field of performance (Puppet) in 

the year of 1984 and received the puppeteer of Thai 

puppet until becoming a famous person in Thai 

puppet art. KruChusri (Chuen) Sakulkaew is 

considered a great teacher and dedicated to the Thai 

art and is also a teacher who teaches Thai art like 

never cherish the subjects to students. 
Today, the principles of teachingalong with the heart 

of the conservation of KruChuentherefore become a 

model for KhunNiwetcommitted to the development 

of Thai puppets in both inventing puppets and 

performance. Conducting the research on Design of 

Public Relations Media of Baan 
TookkatoonHoonkrabok Thai Museumhas the 

objective of designing public relations media 

toglorify Thai puppet culture to be known and 

cultivate knowledge for children, teenagers and adults 

to allow the culture not to die from the current days. 

Therefore, this needs to do public relations media to 

help disseminate the work of Thai puppets in order to 

make Thai art work not to be deteriorated and stay 

with Thailand.  

 

From the primary data, the researchersare interested 

in studying and preparing the media project for the 
public relations of Baan TookkatoonHoonkrabok 

Thai Museumin order to give knowledge of art to 

inherit and disseminate knowledge about Thai puppet 

art to Thai people,foreigners and young generation to 

have known to other generations in the modern 

era.And, this will be a medium to allow for early 

adulthood, aged 20-25 years old, inheriting these Thai 

cultures. This will gain skills in making puppets 

which is fun and creativity, practicing meditation, 

gaining a little knowledge about Thai puppets. 

 

II. OBJECTIVES  

 

1. To design of public relations media of Baan 

TookkatoonHoonkrabok Thai Puppet Museum. 
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2. To design graphic media to be compatible with 

public relations media clearer and more 
attractive. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

1. Study secondary data from books, textbooks, 

website and multimediaas well as research 

related to design of public relations media of 

Baan TookkatoonHoonkrabok Thai Puppet 

Museum. 

2. Create a data collection tool with a questionnaire 

that will be used with the target group and 

interview form to be used with the design expert. 
3. Collect primary data by using questionnaires 

with the target group – 50 male and female 

students who like culture andhistory. 

4. Collect primary data by interviewing 3 design 

experts. 

5. Analyze the data obtained from the target group 

by using basic statistics such as percentage (%) 

and average (mean) and using interpretation 

methods from interviewing design experts. Such 

information will be used as a design problem 

which is consistent with the behavior of the 
target group. 

6. Design of public relations media of Baan 

TookkatoonHoonkrabok Thai Puppet Museum. 

 

IV. RESULTS  

 

Based on the analysis of the data obtained from the 

target group of 50 students, the results will be divided 

into 2 issues: 1) Media use behavior of public 

relations media, 2) Characteristics of public relations 

media at the sample group including information 

obtained from the interview with 3 design experts. 
The details are as follows:  

 

Part 1: Students choose media types – public 

relations media of Baan TookkatoonHoonkrabok 

Thai Puppet Museum – based on the interests of the 

story of the show, puppets performance and puppets 

body(as shown in Table 1). The illustration of the 

poster that the sample thinks is the most interesting is 

that the image created in 2D graphics (as in Table 2) 

and the media style that publicized is charming (as 

shown in Table 3). 

 
Table 1 The results of the analysis of the attitude in viewing the 

Baan TookkatoonHoonkrabok Thai Puppet Museum 

From Table 1, it was found that the attitude of Baan 

TookkatoonHoonkrabok Thai Puppet Museumin 
watching was puppets and their performance. 

 
Table 2 Analysis of the illustration in the poster 

 

From Table 2, it is found that the poster illustration 

that the group thinks that is the most interesting is 

images that are created in 2D graphics.  

 

 
Table 3 Results of the analysis of the public relations media 

formation 

 

From Table 3, the style of media that is publicized is 

charming. 

 

Part 2: Students, the color patterns in the public 

relations media that students are most interested in 

are gold, red, and blue in order (as shown in Table 4). 

Choose the brand name of Baan 

TookkatoonHoonkrabok Thai Puppet Museum with 

both the logo and the letter (as in Table 5). Choose to 

access the information on the website t and select the 
menu before entering the content (as in Table 6).  

 

 
Table 4 The analysis of color patterns in public relations media 

that students are most interested in 
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From Table 4, the color patterns in the public 

relations media that students are most interested in 
are gold, red, and blue in order.  

 
Table 5 Analysis results of choosing the brand name of Baan 

TookkatoonHoonkrabok Thai Puppet Museum 

 

From Table 5, it was found that the logo of the Baan 

TookkatoonHoonkrabok Thai Puppet Museum was 

selected as Thai puppetwith both logos and letters. 

 

 
Table 6 Analysis results of selecting the type of data access to 

the website 

 

From Table 6, it is found that choosing to access the 

information in the mobile website is to select the 

menu before entering the content.  

 

Part 3: Design experts have given ideas in design of 
public relations media of Baan 

TookkatoonHoonkrabok Thai Puppet Museum as 

follows: 3 design experts have commented 

differently;the first expert answered that the image 

should be placed to stand out in color or illustration to 

combine modernity with the present;the second 

expert replied that “minimal”; the third expert 

responded that he thought of Thai culture,Kanok 

pattern of the puppets and theycan be used to arrange 

the elements of public relations media. Based on the 

opinions of the experts in the field of illustration, all 

have the same opinion by using the puppet to convey 
the story and put it universally with the Thai fabric 

pattern that helps to look more dimensional.From the 

experts’ ideas of public relations, the 3 experts said 

that 2D graphics can be made real by designing a 

puppet that looks exotic. For the personality, experts 

gave opinions on design and chose indigo to be the 

number 1, representing an average of 3.67 which is 

very agreeable. From the experts’ opinions to the 

characters,they choose the one that has the highest 

score, the average is 3.67 which is very agreeable. 

The secondary is a non-linear character with an 

average of 2.67 which is moderate. Mood andtone is 
the original Thai but having fun. A little fine pattern, 

such as Thai pattern may be a pop up effect that can 

be like a puppeteer. 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION  

 

From collecting data from target groups and design 

experts.This obtained reliable information and 

designs in a way that is compatible with each other.It 

can be used in the design to meet the needs of the 

target group. The output of this research is the public 

relations media of Baan TookkatoonHoonkrabok 
Thai Puppet Museum. It is a project design for public 

relations media. The concept used in the design is the 

body transformation, which is a small puppet without 

any ceremonies as a kind of teaching media. Simulate 

living things to be a puppet and make life even more 

that the puppets often do things that humans 

cannotlike transforming and disappearing related to 

the imaginationwithout any rules and beautiful fine 

art. By summarizing the design pattern (mood and 

tone), itis fun, charming and beautiful, the target 

group is male and female aged 21-25 years old ,Thai 
style with the fineness of Thai mannequins combined 

with internationality in the imagination by 

transforming the body of the puppet. 

 

Processes and Procedures 

1. Study information about Thai puppets such as the 

royal puppet, puppet, puppet, small puppet. 

2. Study information of Baan 

TookkatoonHoonkrabok Thai Puppet Museum 

that KhunNiwetinvents by himself. 

3. Make a draft of public relations media consistent 

with the concept. 
4. design illustration to determine the colors and 

style of public relations work. 

5. Arrange the elements of public relations media. 

6. Make a model of public relations media to test 

usage. Check for defects and the direction of 

public relations media to be in line with the 

concept (As shown in Figure 1 to 4). 

 
Picture 1: Public relations media draft 
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Picture 2: Public relations media for posters and brochures 

 

 
Picture 3: Public relations media on the mobile website 

 

 

Picture 4 :Media souvenir products ofBaan 

TookkatoonHoonkrabok Thai Puppet Museum 

VI. RECOMMENDATION 

 

Design of public relations media of Baan 

TookkatoonHoonkrabok Thai Puppet Museum uses 

the principles of public relations design which 

focuses on interesting and exotic illustrations that are 

attractive. Compose the puppet as a picture, imprint 

image and combine it with the apparel design 

technique to look not boring and more universal.The 

colors used are Thai style to help make the work look 
more outstanding andgive the impression that 

Thailand is beautiful and charmingconsistent with the 

concept of body transformation.Design to look 

beyond imagination by creating an impossible 

concept, but the puppet can. The body of the puppet 

is an indication of the beautiful culture and identity of 

the puppet and the puppeteer art. 
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